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ABSTRACT

We report here on the control of remote surface-plasmon-mediated two-photon-induced luminescence of dendritic silver nanoparticle aggregates
as observed by femtosecond laser microscopy. With a focal spot diameter ∼1 µm, polarized remote emission has been observed 99 µm from
the focal spot. We show control over the regions of emission by changing the polarization of the incident beam and by changing the spectral
phase of the laser pulse.

Metallic nanoparticles have been studied extensively in an
effort to understand both their unique emissive properties,
as seen throughout history in stained glass, and their more
recently discovered ability to localize and enhance electro-
magnetic fields. In 1974, Fleischmann1 reported that pyridine
adsorbed on a roughened silver electrode produced a Raman
spectrum 105-106 times greater than that which would be
expected. This effect, now known as surface-enhanced
Raman scattering (SERS), is due to nanoscale structures
produced by roughening and their ability to localize surface
plasmons2,3 into “hot spots”, or regions of amplified elec-
tromagnetic (EM) field, that make surface-enhanced spec-
troscopies,4 including SERS, possible. The localization of
surface plasmons has also been used to enhance multiphoton
processes, as first reported in 1981.5 This localized surface
plasmon (LSP) resonance has led to a wide variety of
applications.6-11

“Long-distance” propagation of surface plasmons, to
distances tens of micrometers away from the excitation focus,
can occur via surface plasmon waves (SPWs) and was first
observed in finite structures in 2000.12 Since then, work has
been done to design waveguides12-14 and develop structures
that act as mirrors and beamsplitters for SPWs.12,15 SPWs
have also been used to mediate fluorescence resonance
energy transfer over 120 nm by sandwiching a thin silver
film between the donor and acceptor molecules.16

In dendritic nanoparticle structures, both local and long
distance effects are possible because there are two types of
surface plasmons: SPWs, which propagate along the metal

surface, and LSPs, which are confined to individual metal
nanoparticles.17 The combination of these two types of
surface plasmons allows EM radiation incident on a dendritic
structure to propagate away from the focal spot along the
surface (via SPWs) and then localize in a particular region
(via LSPs), as illustrated in Figure 1. The SPWs are expected
to be capable of traveling 100µm in silver.18

The difficulty in exploiting nanostructures that support
both SPWs and LSPs is in controlling how the energy travels
and where it localizes. Maier and Atwater19 have laid out
many of the considerations and possibilities for such guidance
and localization. Additionally, Stockman and co-workers
have carried out theoretical work in the field, proposing both
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Figure 1. Cartoon representation of the observed remote surface-
plasmon-mediated two-photon-induced luminescence of silver
nanoparticle clusters. Energy from the laser at the focal spot travels
via surface plasmon waves (SPWs) and induces localized surface
plasmon resonance (LSPR) at discrete remote nanoparticles with
distinct wavelength and polarization properties.
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well-defined and random nanoscale structures that will permit
coherent control of two-photon excitation to control plasmon
localization with nanometer precision.20,21The experimental
realization of such control would lead to advancements in
what is perhaps the most exciting potential application of
surface plasmons: surface-plasmon-based photonics (plas-
monics). This rapidly growing field aims to bridge the gap
between optics and electronics by carefully designing wires
capable of carrying both electronic and optical signals over
long distances.22 In this paper, we present results demonstrat-
ing our ability to observe surface-plasmon-mediated two-
photon-induced luminescence in a dendritic silver nanopar-
ticle system up to 99µm from the focal spot. We also show
that we can control such luminescence by changing the
polarization of the incident beam and by controlling the phase
across the spectrum of the femtosecond laser pulse used for
excitation. We attribute our ability to observe these phe-
nomena to the combination of ultrashort pulses and a high
(>90%) quantum efficiency imaging detector as described
below.

The experimental setup is depicted in Figure 2. We used
a titanium sapphire oscillator producing 12 fs pulses (band-
width of 80 nm fwhm) centered near 800 nm, with a
repetition rate of 97 MHz and 250 mW average power
coupled with an inverted microscope via a short-pass (650
nm cutoff) dichroic mirror in the microscope. The sample
rested on a piezoelectric nanopositioning stage which allowed
the sample to be scanned over a range of 30µm in thex and
y directions. All experiments were carried out using a 60×/
1.45 NA apochromatic objective with a focal spot size of
∼0.5 µm, unless otherwise noted, to focus the beam onto
the sample and collect the emitted light, which was then
imaged by an electron multiplier CCD camera. Because of
the dichroic mirror, laser scattered light (700-900 nm) is
not detected. The multiphoton intrapulse interference phase
scan (MIIPS) method23-25 was used to eliminate high-order
phase distortions to deliver transform-limited (zero-phase)
pulses at the focus of the microscope objective. This allowed
the introduction of calibrated phase functions to achieve
coherent control over the two-photon-induced emission as
presented in this paper.

The silver nanoparticles studied were synthesized by a
citrate reduction,26,27and dendritic aggregate formation was
induced by the addition of fumaric acid.28 The aggregates
precipitated onto quartz coverslips over 60 h, forming a thin
film. The coverslips were then removed from the solution,

rinsed in MilliQ water, and allowed to dry. Electron
microscopy images were obtained in order to characterize
the nanoparticle samples. Panels A-C of Figure 3 show
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images obtained
of the samples, while panel D shows a scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) image obtained. The TEM images
indicate that the nanoparticles form both as roughly spherical
structures (Figure 3A) and as rods (Figure 3B), with
dimensions on the order of 50 nm, while the SEM image
shows the dendritic nature of the nanoparticle aggregate film.

Average powers as low as 2µW (∼707 W/cm2 average
power; 7.28× 109 W/cm2 peak power) were found to cause
irreversible damage to the sample in scanning experiments.
In order to minimize laser damage and ensure the images
were reproducible, the power of the incident laser beam was
reduced below∼1 µW for scanning experiments. When
collecting wide-field images, we found some regions that
were stable under higher power excitation (95µW). At these
powers, we were able to image the remote emission from
our sample and detect reproducible changes caused by
altering the polarization or the spectral phase of the incident
beam.

Excitation of the dendritic nanocluster films results in
intense luminescence. The observed luminescence appears
consistent with two-photon surface-plasmon-mediated lumi-
nescence of silver oxide on the surface of the silver nano-
particle films.29-32 This is supported by a power study of
dendritic silver nanoparticle aggregates in solution, in which
a quadratic dependence of the signal on pulse intensity is
observed, as shown in Figure 4. The spectra shown in Figure
4 are for dendritic silver nanoparticle aggregates prepared
under air. Solutions prepared under N2 have similar emission
spectra (not shown) with slightly lower overall intensities.

Previous work in the group of Scherer has shown that
localized second harmonic emission from silver nanoparticles

Figure 2. Setup for femtosecond laser scanning microscopy with
pulse-shaping capabilities.

Figure 3. Panels A-C show TEM images of individual silver
nanoparticles, which form both as roughly spherical structures and
as rods. Panel D shows an SEM image of the structure of the
aggregates formed.
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can be controlled by controlling the polarization of the
excitation laser.33 In Figure 5, we show a scanning experi-
ment in which control of two-photon-induced fluorescence
at the focal spot, via rotating the polarization of the excitation
laser beam, is demonstrated.

When exciting the dendritic nanocluster films at a single
point, relatively intense, highly localized emission can be
observed tens of micrometers away when wide-field images
are collected. This is illustrated in Figure 6, where the focal
spot is located at (0,0), indicated by the crosshairs, and
emission is observed as far as 99µm from the focal spot.
These data were obtained with a 40×/0.60 NA objective with
a focal spot diameter of<1 µm. Note that some areas of
remote emission are more intense than the emission observed
at the focal spot. Significantly, we have observed remote
emission not only from dendritic structures, as shown, but
also from nanopatterned structures (results not shown)
obtained from the Van Duyne group.

The regions of emission detected far from the focal spot
are not caused by laser scattering, because laser scattered
light (700-900 nm) is rejected from the emission path by
the 650 nm short-pass dichroic mirror in the setup. Additional
tests using colored filters in the emission path were conducted
and further confirm the absence of scattered light. When
filters that block wavelengths greater than 700 nm were used,
no change in emission intensity was observed. When a filter
was added that transmits only wavelengths greater than 600
nm, weak emission was observed from a small number of
locations (Figure 7, red). Most of the emission was observed
when using a filter that transmits wavelengths between 500
and 575 nm (Figure 7, green), and only very weak emission
was observed when a filter that transmits wavelengths less
than 500 nm was used (Figure 7, blue, visible only as
background noise). These results are consistent with the
spectra of the dendritic nanoparticle aggregates in solution

Figure 4. Two-photon-induced luminescence of dendritic silver
nanoparticle aggregates in solution. The left panel shows the
emission spectrum at different incident powers, while the right panel
shows a plot of the emission intensity vs power on a log-log scale.
The slope near 2 indicates the process is a two-photon process.
The sharp cutoff at 650 nm in the left panel is due to the cutoff
filter used to separate the incident beam from the emission.

Figure 5. Control of local two-photon-induced fluorescence
through alteration of the polarization of the incident laser beam.
Areas that emitted when excited with a 45° polarized incident laser
beam are false colored in red, whereas areas that emitted when
excited with a 135° polarized incident laser beam are false colored
in blue.

Figure 6. Remote emission. Two-photon-induced luminescence
of the silver nanoparticles is observed at distances up to 99µm
from the focal spot (indicated by crosshairs).

Figure 7. Composite image of remote emission collected with
colored filters. Signal having wavelengths between 600 and 650
nm, wavelengths between 500 and 575 nm, and wavelengths less
than 500 nm are false colored red, green, and blue, respectively.
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(see Figure 4). Furthermore, in the spectral domain, the
intensity would decay exponentially with wavelength. We
see much more emission in the 500-575 nm spectral region
than in the>600 nm region, as observed in the solution
spectrum. Finally, if the observed remote emission was

caused by scattered light, its intensity would decay as the
square of the distance from the focus. Analysis of distance
of remote emission versus intensity shows no correlation.
From these observations we conclude that laser scatter is
not consistent with the detected remote emission.

Figure 8 illustrates our work toward characterizing and
controlling the polarization properties of remote emission.
We observe that both the remote and local (at the focal spot)
emissions are polarized and that the polarization of the
incident beam is not always conserved, nor is the polarization
of each region of emission the same. Each panel of Figure
8 is a wide-field image of the same area under different
polarization conditions for excitation and emission. Panels
A and B were excited with a beam of 45° polarized light,
while panels C and D were excited with a beam of 135°
polarized light. Horizontally polarized emission was detected
in panels A and C, and vertically polarized emission was
detected in panels B and D. It can be seen from this figure
that the emission is polarized, with the spots not all having
the same emission polarization. For example, the area in the
blue ring emits distinctly vertically polarized light for both
excitation polarizations, while the region ringed in red emits
horizontally polarized light. Even emission from the region
at the focal spot does not necessarily maintain the polariza-
tion of the excitation beam. Additionally, polarization of the
excitation beam can be used to control the presence or
absence of emission in certain spots. This is clearly illustrated
by the focal spot, ringed in white, but has also been observed
for remote emission, as shown by the red and green rings.

As a second control strategy, we have performed a series
of measurements using shaped laser pulses. Our group has
developed a number of strategies to control nonlinear opti-
cal excitation based on phase-shaped femtosecond laser
pulses.23,34-37 Here we explore the influence of phase-shaped
pulses on the remote two-photon induced luminescence

Figure 8. Polarization characteristics of dendritic silver thin films.
Each panel is of the same area under different excitation and
detection conditions. Panels A and B are excited with 45° polarized
light, and panels C and D are excited with 135° polarized light.
Horizontally polarized light was collected in panels A and C, and
vertically polarized light was collected in panels B and D. This
figure illustrates that the observed two-photon-induced luminescence
is polarized, as the area in the blue ring shows, and that emission
can be controlled by the incoming polarization, as shown by the
area in the white ring.

Figure 9. Phase control of remote emission. Each lower panel is a wide-field image of the same region of the sample, with the focal spot
at (0, 0). The phases (black line) applied across the spectrum of the pulse (red line) are shown above each image. The colored circles
highlight regions of interest and are at the same position in each panel.
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exhibited by dendritic silver nanoparticle aggregates. Figure
9 shows three wide-field images of a region obtained using
different sinusoidal phase functions of the form 1.5π
sin(12ω - δ) applied across the spectrum of the laser pulse,
where the frequency,ω, is in fs-1. In these images, only the
value ofδ (in rad) is varied from panel to panel. The use of
fluorescent slides has confirmed that the focal spot does not
move with the application of various phases. We find that
some local hot spots are sensitive to the spectral phase of
the excitation laser pulse. These images were repeated over
two completeδ ) 0-4π cycles to ensure reproducible
dependence of emission on phase.

The presence of remote emission, and the ability to control
it via polarization and phase, indicates that it is possible to
control plasmonic waveguides and emission over macro-
scopic (tens of micrometers) distances. With a laser focused
to a 1µm2 region, we were able to control localized emission
over a 104 µm2 area. This 4 orders-of-magnitude spatial
control achieved with phase-shaped and polarized pulses,
may have great significance in the field of electronics, in
which miniaturization of chips is limited by the size of (and
subsequent heat loss due to) the wires used to transport
electronic information. The development of plasmonic
waveguides will allow for controlled transport of optical
information along nanowires, lowering the size barrier
currently faced.
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